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Abstract 

A molecular-thermodynamic correlation has been developed for calcu

lating the inhibition effect of methanol on formation of hydrates in 

moist natural gas mixtures. Six phases are potentially present in these 

mixtures: gas, aqueous liquid, hydrocarbon liquid, ice, and hydrate 

structures I and II. For a given temperature and system composition, 

the molecular-thermodynamic method described here allows computation of 

the hydrate-point pressure as well as relative amounts and compositions 

of all coexisting phases. Good agreement is obtained when calculated 

results are compared with diverse experimental data reported in the 

literature. The correlation given here is useful for computer-aided 

design for natural-gas processing and transportation. 

~ 
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Scope 

Numerous published articles are concerned with natural-sas/hydrate 

phase equilibria (Berecz and Balla-Achs. 1983). Where no inhibitor is 

present. correlations for hydrate systems are restricted to several 

parts of the leneral multiphase-multicomponent problem. A number of 

these studies are directed at the three-phase hydrate/vapor/aqueous

liquid or ice problem (Parrish and Prausnitz. 1972; NI and Robinson. 

1976) •. Others have treated as a separate problem the two-phase 

hydrate/aas reaion of the phase diaaraa (Sloan et al •• 1976; NI and 

Robinson. 1980; Aoyali et ale 1980; Sona and lobayashi. 1982) Limited 

studies of the three-phase hydrate/aqueous-liquid/hydrocarbon-liquid 

portion of the problem have been aade (Na and Robinson. 1976. 1977). 

While several proprietary correlations exist (Gas Processors Assn.), no 

thermodynamically-consistent overall mu1ticomponent-mu1tiphase correla

tion for this hydrate-inhibition problem has appeared in the literature. 

Previous correlations for the effects of inhibitors on hydrate formation 

(Kent en et a1.. 1981) have assumed that only condensed aqueous phases 

coexist with the las and hydrate phases. This work covers all of the 

above mentioned equilibria in a unified framework suitable for 

computer-aided process desiln. 
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Conclusions-and Significance 

This work presents a method for predicting the .. ount of inhibitor 

which must be added to prevent hydrate formation in natural-las process

ing. The method, based on molecular-thermodynamic models and a computa

tional framework. calculates hydrate-point pressures and coexisting

phase fractions and compositions for natural-gas/water/methanol mixtures 

between 220 and 3200 1 and pressures to 500 bar. Consideration is given 

to the possible edstence of all of the six potential phases: ,as, aque

OUI liquid, hydrocarbon liquid, ice, and hydrate structures I and II; 

these phases may occur in varioul combinations. The calculation pro

cedure accommodates nitrolen, methane, ethane, propane, n-butane, ilo

butane, n-pentane, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen luI fide along with 

methanol and water. 

Fugacities of all components in the gas phase are calculated using 

a modification of the Redlich-Iwong (1949) equation of state similar to 

that of de Santis et al. (1974). Fugacities for all condensible com

ponents are calculated usi~g activity coefficients derived from a modi

fied version of the UNIQUAC equation where enerly-of-interaction parame

ters are taken to be linearly temperature dependent. Liquid-phase fuga

cities for supercritical components are calculated using Henry's law. 

These molecular-theraodynamic models provide a lood representation of 

the vapor-liquid-liquid equilibria present in natural-gas/water/methanol 

systems. Fugacities of all components in the hydrate phases are calcu

lated using the theory of van der 'aals-Platteeuw (1959). 

At a liven temperature and composition, the hydrate-point pressure 

is that where the fugacity of water in the hydrate phase is equal to 

that in all coexisting phase s.. The mul tiphase equi! ibri lUll computation 
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routine uses four sequentially-nested iterative procedures. ,Several 

special cases exist which allow elimination of one or two of these 

iterative routines. 

Calculated results show lood alreement with a wide variety of 

ezperi.ental data. The correlation presented here is compared with data 

for vapor-liquid-liquid equilibria. with .ethanol-water freezing-point 

depression. and with hydrate-foraation pressures in both the las/hydrate 

and condensed-fluid/hydrate regions of the phase dialram. The correla

tion ia useful for computer-aided chemical-process desiln. 
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Introduction 

At low temperatures and hilh pressures, lolid hydrates can precipi

tate from aoist natural lases, interferinl with natural-,as processinl 

and transportation. Hydrate-formation can be inhibited by the addition 

of a hydrophilic fluid which lowers the fUlacity of water; a suitable 

and ine%pensive fluid is aethanol. 

This work presents a aolecular-thermodynaaic aethod for calculaUnl 

phase equilibria in IYltems contaiun, water, natural ,as and aethanol 

as a function of t8Dperature, pressure and composition. Such calcula

tions are useful firlt, to determine operatin, conditions required to 

avoid hydrate f~ation and lecond, to dete%mine the .. ount of methanol 

required to prevent hydrate f~ation at fized operatin, conditions. 

The thermodynamics of hydrate foraation has been discussed by 

numerous authors, notably by Parri&h and Prausnitz (1972), Sloan et ale 

(1976), NI and Robinson (1976,1977,1980), Holder et al. (1980), Dhar

aawardhana et al. (1980). and by Menten et al. (1981). These discus

sions aake use of a statistical-thermodynamic theory presented by van 

der Waals and Platteeuw (1959); that theory is also used here. However, 

previous work has been restricted to selected parts of the ,eneral mu1-

tiphase problem; this work treats the entire aultiphase problem within a 

molecular-thermodynamic fr_ework. 

Hydrates are memberl of the ,enera1 class of solid inclusion com

pounds called clathrates. They are f~ed when low-molecu1ar-weilht 

components are in equilibrium with water at low temperature or hilh 

pressure. Water aolecu1es fora re,alar crystalline lattices which con-

tain cavities (Byk and Foaina.1968). These cavities enca,e ,as 

ao1ecules which stabilize the lattice by van der Waals forces. Hydrates 
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occur in two distinct structures, I and II which differ in cavity size. 

Inhibitors, .uch as aethanol, act by lowering the fugacity of water in 

coexisting phases; as a result, hydrates are formed at lower tempera

tures and higher pressures than those encountered in the absence of 

aethanol. This behavior is analogous to the freezing-point depression 

of ice by aethanol. 

Hydrates are aost frequently encountered in natural-gas transporta

tion and processing. Natural gas, as withdrawn from the well, is typi

cally saturated with water. In cold cliaates, the water content of such 

natural las i. often .ufficientlyhigh to cau.e hydrate fora.tion in 

downstrea. transportation networks. Hydrate foraation in the.e piping 

-.y.tem. i. ade.ired as it cau.e. large pres.ure drop. through the 

linea, and can halt the flow of the natural laa. Hydrate foraation also 

occurs in aa.ociation with natural-Iaa cryogenic liquefaction and 

.eparations. To prevent hydrate foraation in these transportation net

works and aeparation operationa, two alternatives are available. The 

first. removal of the water at the well head, ia e%pensive, a. the level 

to which removal auat be accomplished is often very low. The .econd. 

addition of a component to the natural las-water aixture to prevent 

hydrate formation. can often be accomplished economically using 

aethanol. 
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Molecular Thermodynamic Model. A£4 Data Reduction 

FifUre 1 .hows phase equilibrium behavior of • natural-

,as/water/.eth.nol aixture. In Filure 1, line ECF reprelents the vapor 

prelsure of the hydrate-forminl lal. Lines ABCD represent the locus of 

hydrate-form.tion condition. for the c.se where no aeth.nol is present. 

Below teaperature t4, ice CO'Xiitl with. a.s phase b.low line AD, while 

.bove AD a aal phale coexist. with. hydrate pha.e. At point B (lower 

quadruple point), four pha.e. (a ••• ice, .queous liqUid. and hydrate) 

coexi.t. Line BC describes the locus of three-phase ,as-aqueous 

liqUid-hydrate .t.te •• At point C (upper qu.druple point), four phases 

(,as. hydrocarbon liquid •• queou. liquid. and hydr.te) coexi.t. Line CD 

de.crib.s the locua of three-pha.e hydrocarbon-liquid/aqueouI-

liquid/hydrate .tate •• When aethanol i. added to the binary aixture. 

lines BCD .hift to the left. and line. GBI now express the locus of 

equilibrium .tates. 

Cond.n.ed pha.e. need not co.xilt with the hydrate phase; hydrate 

fora.tion a.y occur directly froa • aas ph.... In .uch c ••••• the inhi-

biUon effect of aethanol il areatly reduced .ince water and aethanol 

.re only Iparinaly .oluble in the , •• phase. 

At equilibrium. the fuaacity f of any coaponent i i. the .ame in 

all phases: 

(1) 

where G .tand. for aa., L1 for aqueous liqUid. 12 for hydrocarbon 

liquid. Bl and Bl for hydrate .tructures I .nd II and g for ice. The 

fuaacity of water in the ice ph ... is in parenthesel to indic.te that 

the ice pha.e is ••• umed to be pure. Methanol i. not incorporated into 
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the hydrate structure. as indicated by Davidson et al. (1980). Given 

temperature. overall composition of the mixture. and expressions for the 

fUiacities of each compouent in each phase. Equation 1 is solved to 

obtain the pressure where hydrate first forms (hydrate-point pressure) 

and to determine the proportions and compositions of each of the coex-

istina phases. Necessary aolecular-thermodynamic aodels used for each 

of the six possible phases are described below. 

~-Phase Fusaeitie. 

The fUlacity of any compouent i in the las phase is calculated 

u.inl fu,acity coefficient -i: 

where Yi is the ,as-pha.e mole fraction and where -i is obtained from a 

modification of the Kedlich-~won& (1949) equation of state: 

(3) 
yl/l ( 1 + b ) xP 

Conventional aixinl rule. relate mixture constants a(T)X and b
X 

to the 

composition and to pure-component constants a(T) .. and b.: 
J.J. J. 

and 

a(T)X - E E Yi yjaij 
i j 

(5) 

Indices i and j in Equations" and 5 run over all components in the mix-

ture. 

Parameter b
i 

is evaluated for all compouents us ina the 
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correspondins-states e%pression of Chuah and Prausnitz (1968). Follow-

ins de Santis et ale (1974). we separate the temperature dependent 

a(T)ii parameter into nonpolar and polar contributions: 

(1) 
a· 
+~ 
~ 

(6) 

For nonpolar components. all) is zero: for water. .ethanol. hydrogen 

sulfide aDd carbon diozide a~l) ) O. For nonpolar components a~O) is 
1 

evaluated usinl critical properties •• edlich-~won, constants a(T)ii and 

bi are related to the second virial coefficient. Bii : 

a(T) ii 
BU - b i - n' 

Simil arty • 

. ( b i + b j) a (T) ij 
Bij - 2 - It 

Followinl de Santis et al •• for polar components. 

(7) 

(8) 

are 

evaluated uainl Equation 7 and data for the temperature dependence of 

the second virial coefficient. Table 1 ,ives and for all 

polar components. 

For polar-polar binaries aij is calculated from: 

a(T) ij - [ 

[ (1) a(1)]1/2 ] 
( 

(0) a(O) )1/2 + _a.;.,.i _..::.j __ 
ai j ~ ( 1 - t ij ) (9) 

All other aij parameters are calculated from: 

Binary parameters t ij are fized usins two methods. Most t ij values 

were obtained usinl second-virial cross-coefficient data and Equation 8. 

For some binaries. however. such second-Tirial cross-coefficient data 
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are unavailable. For these systems, kij were obtained from a fit of our 

,aodel to binary VLE data. In a few cases, the kij values obtained from 

second-virial cross-coefficient data lave poor representations of VLE 

data; in these cases the kij values were aodified to taprove agreement 

with VLE data. Table 1 presents all kij values used in this work. 

Liquid-Phase FUBacities 

Natural-las/water/iDhibitor aixtures contain two types of com-

ponents: condensible coapounts (el. water, aethanol, propane) and non-

condensible coapoDents (aethane and nitrolen). For condensible com-

pounts, we calculate fUlacities in any liquid phase fro.: 

(11) 

where f~ is the fUlacity of pure liquid i at system temperature. 

Activity coefficients, Ti' are obtained from a modification of the UN 1-

QUAC equation (Abrams and Prausnita, 1975); binary UNIQUAC energy-of-

interaction parameters 
AUij AUji 

( R and R) are taken to be linearly depen-

dent on teaperature: 

AU -21. _ U(,O) + U(l)T 
R ij ij 

lith the exception of the water-aethanol binary, coefficient U(l) 
ij 

(11) 

taun as zero for binary systems where no LLE edsts. Binary parameters 

are obtained by fittinl binary VLE and LLE data. Fiaure 1 shows a 

correlation of vapor-liquid-liquid equilibria (VLLE) for the water-

propane system and Fiaure 3 shows a correlation for the water/hydrogen-

sulfide binary. Table 3 lives all UNIQUAC parameters used in this work. 

UNIQUAC parameters for the water-a.thanol system are of particular 

iaportance becaus. the fUlacity of water in the aqueous liquid phase is 
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the key quantity that determines hydrate inhibition. Par IIID e tor s for 

this binary were obtained from a fit to water-methanol freezing-point-

depression data (Killer and Carpenter, 1964; 20ss, 1954) and from data 

on methanol inhibition of methane hydrate (NI and 20binson, 1983,1984). 

Fiaure 4 shows a correlation for the freezinl-point depression of water 

by methanol. 

An economic analysis of any hydrate-inhibition process using 

methanol is intimately tied to the amount of methanol required per mole 

of water in the natural-,as mixture. Kethanol losses in most processes 

are directly related to the solubility of methanol in natural-gas 

liquids. Usin, binary methanol-hydrocarbon VLE. 1J..E and ternary VLLE 

for methanol-hydrocarbon-water systems (Noda et al.,.197S; Ng and 20bin-

son, 1983) • .ethanol-hydrocarbon UNIQUAC parlllDeters were dete~ined to 

maximize the accuracy of the predicted partition coefficient of methanol 

between aqueous and natural-,a. liquid phases. 

For condensible components. the standard-state fugacity is liven 

by: 

[ 
vL ( P _ pSat >] 

f
o _ pSat ",Sat i i 
i i "i ezp iT (13) 

h PSat. th f i ",Siat i th f it were i 1S e vapor pressure 0 ." s e ugac y coefficient 

of saturated ,as i and v~ is the aolar Toluae of i. For all components 

e%Cept water. vapor pressures are given by the Antoine equation. For 

water above the ice point. the equation of Bain (1964) is used for vapor 

pressure. The molar volume. corrected for temperature and pressure vari-

ations. was obtained from pure-component data where possible. and else-

where from the liquid-density correlation of Chueh and Prausnitz (1969). 

Below the ice-point temperature. the fugacity of pure 
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hypothetical-liquid water is calculated froJll: 

[ 
Ah!US (T t ) [ T ] 

exp Kl' 1 - r 
t 

J ~~-Cl] [ v; - ir dT exp 

T
t 

Above the ice-point teaperdure Equation 13 is used for fO. 
w 

(14) 

The uat-

capacity difference between ice and liquid water is calculated froJll: 

+ (15) 

The constants in Equation 15 are evaluated ulinl the heat-capacity data 

of Anlell et al. (1973) for lubcooled liquid water and the heat-capacity 

data of Giaque and Stout (1936) for ice. This treatJllent produces ezcel-

lent alree.ent with the data of Iraul and Greer (1984) for the vapor 

pres lure of subcooled liquid water. Table. livel the enthalpy of 

fuaion and the conltantl Ac(O). Ac(1). Ac(2) and Ac(3). The fUlacity of 
p p p p 

water in the ice phale is calculated froJll: 

(16) 

The vapor pressure of ice il liven by Ianlco et al. (1970). 

For cOJilpoDentl which are lupercritical in part of the temperature 

ranle of interest (carbon diozide and ethane). f~ il calculated usinl 

the correspondinl-Itates method of Lyckman et al. (1968). Thil correla-

tion il used for all temperaturel. For luch coapoDentl. the reference 

prellure for Poyntinl correctionl il taken to be aero conlistent with 

the work by Lyckaan et a1. (1968). 
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For supercritical components (nitrosen and methane). fusacities in 

the liquid phase are obtained from a pressure-corrected Benry'. Law: 

(17) 

.here BiM Benry's constant of component i in the liquid mixture, is 

related to Benry'a conatants of components i in pure condenaible com-

(18) 

Indices j and k are carried over all condenaible components in the mix-

ture. Mole fractions Xj and xk are normalized such that they reflect 

only condenlible componentl in the liquid phale. The partial molar 

volume of component i at infinite dilution. ~ il evaluated from the 

method prelented by Lyctman et al. (1968). For the temperature ranse of 

interelt here. Benry's conltants are liven by: 

B
(1) 

B(O) - :!L 
In BiJ • ij T (19) 

.here the fittin, conltantl are obtained from vapor-liquid equilibrium 

data for each binary pair. These conatanta are listed in Table 5. 

Bydr.te-~ Fugacitiel 

As dilculled by van der Waall and Platteeu. (1959). hydrate-forming 

molecules are vie.ed al adsorbed in the cavity litel: thil adsorption is 

delcribed by a Lan&muir adsorption model. The van der Waall-Platteeu. 

theory usel the Gibbl-Duhem equation to provide a model for the fUIacity 
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of water in a hydrate phase as-a function of f j • the fusacities of 

hydrate-formins coaponents in coe%i.tins phases. Each cavity is 

envisiODed as spherical. and the las-cavity wall interaction is 

described by the ~ihara potential function. The reference fusacity for 

water fP. is that in the hypothetical eapty hydrate lattice. The fusa
w 

city of water fB in the hydrate phale is found froa: 
w 

where 

(20) 

(21) 

The difference in cheaical potential. A~P-B is Obtained froa the van der 
w 

Waals-Platteeu. ezpression' (Parrish and Prausnitz. 1972. van der laal. 

and Platteeu •• 1959): 

(22) 

Lanpuir constant. Cmj (T) accolUlts for ,as-water interactions in the 

hydrate cavitiel. The Lanpuir constant il calculated from: 

(23 ) 

AI Ihown by MclOy and Sinanollu (1963). a sua of all ,as-.ater interac-

tionl in the the spherically-symmetric cell-

potential function in teras of ~ihara parmDeters I j • aj' and The 

intelral in Equation 23 il evaluated ulinl Gaulsian intearation. The 

~ihara hard-core parmDeter aj • is deterained from Ie cond-virial-

coefficient data (Parrish and Prausnitz. 1972). while ~ihara enerlY and 

size parmDeters I j and aj are deterained by a_ fit of the model to 
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hydrate-dissociation-pressure data. All ~ihara par.-eters are liven in 

Table 6. 

The fUlacity of water fP in the empty hydrate lattice is calculated 
w 

as a f~ction of temperature and pressure using the difference in chemi-

cal potential of water between the empty hydrate lattice and ice (or 

liquid water)" follcnring the aethod outlined by Holder et a1. (1980). If 

the t_perature is belcnr the ice point. we define: 

A .. ~-« P a "'"fA,. - Jl,. - Jl,. (24) 

and if the temperature is above the ice point. we define: 

AIl~-L - Jl~ - JlL ,. w w 
(25) 

'e calculate fP from: ,. 

f~ • r: e'P[Apr] w (26) 

or 

f~ -
~o e'P[~-L] 

w w (27) 

dependinl on the temperature. The chemical potential differences 

defined by Equations 24 and 2S are calculated usinl the method outlined 

by Holder et ale (1980): 

l
P~-« 

dT + A:r. dP 

o 
(28) 

and 

(29) 
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Molar volume differences here are assumed to be temperature independent; 

however. the molar enthalpy difference is liven by: 

o iT AhP-a _ AhP-a + ACP-a.L dT 
w w P 

TO 
Values of A~o and AhP-a determined by Dharmawarabana et al. (1980) 

w 

(30) 

were 

used. The heat-capacity difference in Equation 30 is correlated using 

the espression provided by Bolder et al. (1980). 

Parameters for the aolar-voluae difference between the empty 

hydrate lattice and ice are Ililhtly different from thole used by Dhar-

.. warabana et al. (1980). For Itructure-I hydrate we follow Dharmawar

dbana et al. and use 3.0 ca3 /molebut for Itructure-II hydrate we use 

1.2 ca3/mole inltead of the previoully reported 3.4 ca3/mole. This 

chan Ie is Deceslary to calculate equilibria in the liquid-

hydrocarbon/hydrate relion of the propane-water phase dia,r... In this 

resion. "the fUlacity of propane in the liquid phase is uled in Equation 

22. The Poyntinl correction. contained in the Ii qui d-propane fusacity 

and in the eapty-hydrate-lattice fu,acity caule the hydrate-phase water 

fusacity to increa.e with pre. sure. Without our modification. the 

increa.e of the hydrate-pha.e water fugacity with pres,ure il sreater 

than that of water in the liquid phase. and calculation of phase equi! i-

bria il not po.sible. Thi. aodification is only important for propane 

hydrate due to it. particularly rapid increase of hydrate-formation 

pressure with temperature. The volume-difference parameters used by 

Dharaawardhana et al. were obtained from x-ray cry.tallolraphic .tudies 

on filled hydrate lattice. of von Stackelberl and Muller (1954). 
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Results ~ Discussion 

Figure S shoyS the inhibiting effect of methanol On the formation 

of methane hydrate. Calculated results agree yell with aethanol-

inhibition data of Ng and Robinson (1983.1984). Figure 6 Ihoys the 

Yater content of methane las in eqUilibrium yith liqUid yater and 

hydrate for leveral isobars. At low inverse teaperature calculated 

results are compared yith the dew-point data of Olds et ale (1942) and 

at hi&h inverse temperature our correlation is compared to the hydrate

point data of Aoyali et ale (1980). In both cases •• li&ht discrepan

cie. occur at low temperature due to iaadequacie. of the van der laals

Platteeuy model. At low temperatures. calculated Yater fUlacities are 

based on ~ihara par.aeters obtaiDed from e%perimental hi&h temperature 

data. 

Figure 7 .hoys calculated .a.-phase fugacities yhich correspond to 

the smoothed hydrate-point composition. liven by Aoya,i et al. (1980). 

For each composition. point. denote the hydrate-foraation pre.sure meas

ured by Aoyagi et al. (1980). Firure 7 also live. the calculated fuga

city of Yater in the hydrate phase based on ~ihara par.aeters determined 

from e%perimental three-phase hydrate/aqueous-liquid/gas data. Inter

sections of fugacity curves correspond to the equilibrium conditions 

ahoyn in Firure 6. To match the data of Aoyali et al. (1980). calcu

lated intersections must occur at the preslures denoted by points in 

Filure 7. For such matching_ the pressure dependence of the hydrate

phase yater fu,acity must be different. An accurate fit of all e%peri

mental data i. limited by results of the van der laal.-Platteeuy theory. 

NI and Robinson (1976) proposed an empirical modification of the 

van der laal.-Platteeuy model directed toward improvinl the fit of 
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hydrate pressures for las mixtures. Bowever, lince Ng and Robinson 

(1980) found that their empirical modification is insufficient to fit 

the data of Aoyagi et al. (1980), they proposed an ad hoc aethod for 

correcting their hydrate-phase fugacities. Unfortunately, this method 

is theraodynamically inconsistent. The thermodynamic ambiguity arises 

from two diff.rent methods for calculation of f~. NI and Robinson 
w 

(1980) calculated Ap~-B based on previously d.te%ained Iihara potential 
w 

parameters (NI and Robinson, 1977). To dete~ine these Iihara parame

t.rs, NI and Robinson (1977) us.d the aethod for calculation of A~!-a,L 

propos.d by Parrish and Prausnitz (1972). this is th.~odynamically 

.quivalent to the assuaption of a function for f~. Based on their pre-
w 

viously defined Iihara parameters and tho hydrate/aas data of Aoya,i et 

ale (1980), Na and Robinson (1980) fit new functional foras for f~ for 
w 

both hydrate structure types. Presumably, NI and Robinson (1980) use 

their new functions for f~ in the hydrate/las relion of the phase w 

dialram and tho m.thod outlined by Parrish and Prausnih for the 

hydrate/las/aqu.eous-liquid or ic. relion of tho ph ... dialram. 

Sloan .t ale (1976) and Aoyaai et ale (1980) used the van der 

/Waals-PlaUe.uw model for hydrate-ph ... fu,acities and the virial equa-

tion for las-phas. fUlaciti.a. In their work. the virial .quation was 

truncated after tho third t.ra. Applicability of their treatment was 

limited to tho methane-water system. no attempt was aad. to calculate 

phase .quilibria for other syst.... Using their hydrate/gas data and 

previously determined Iihara and .mpty hydrate phase param.ters, Sloan 

et ale (1976) and Aoya,i et al. (1980) fit second and third virial 

cross-coefficients for tho aethane-water system. Bowev.r, DO comparison 

was liven of calculat.d and .speriaental dew-points for the methane-
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water system. 

Son, and lobayuhi (1982) extended the work of .&oyaai et a1. (1980) 

by meaaurina the water content above the hydrate of a aethane-propane 

aas mixture. They used the Soave modification of the Redlich-IYong 

equation of state for aas-phase- fUlacities. They yere forced to resort 

to pressure-dependent kij va~ues to fit their data for the water content 

of a aethane-propane aas mixture in equilibrium with hydrate. Unfor

tunately, pressure dependent kij values lead to thermodynamic incon

listency • 

FiJUres 8-11 show the calculated inhibition effect of &ethanol on 

hydrate formation in the ethane, propane, hydroaen sulfide, and carbon 

dioxide-water systems. Aareement with experimental data is aood. For 

the propane and carbon dioxide systems, allaht diacrepanciea are due to 

aeveral factors. First, lihara par.meters obtained from hilh-

temperature data are uaed to calculate equilibria at low temperatures. 

Second, UNIQUAC par.metera based on hiah-temperature data are extrapo

lated to low temperature. UNIQUAC par.meters for aqueous binaries are 

based on VLE and LLE data: theae data mUit be obtained above the ice-

point temperature. Some extrapolation is therefore neceasary to make 

low-temperature calculations. Finally, binary tlNIQUAC par.meters are 

Uled for aulticomponent systems. This ~'acale-up" approximation is prob

ably responsible for the discrepancies in Fiaure 11. 

For a aethane-propane aas mixture, Fiaure 12 shows calculated 

results that are in aood aareement with the data of Ha and Robinson 

(1983,1984). However, a,reement betYeen calculations and other aal

mbture data of Ha and Robinaon (1984) is lenerally not .. aood aa that 

shown in Fiaure 12. A poasible aource of disa,reement followa from the 
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·scale-up" approximation: ~ihara parmeters based on binary data are 

used to calculate multicomponent equilibria. 

Computational Procedure 

Given a natural-,as/water/methanol mixture of known overall compo

sition and temperature. the phase-equilibrium computation routine calcu

lates the hydrate-foraation pressure and the relative amounts and compo

dtions of all coexistin, phases. The phase-equilibrium computation 

routine uses four sequentially-nested iterative-calculational pro

cedures. The first iteraUve routine solves for the density (Topliu. 

1985) of a ,as mixture at a liven temperature. pressure. and co.position 

usinl the equation of state. Based on this density. we calculate fUI&

city coefficients. ~-factors are then calculated usinl these fUlacity 

coefficients with the other molecular-thermodynamic models. The second 

iterative procedure uses these ~-factOrs to perform flash calculations 

yieldinl the relative amounts and compositions of the phases: ,as. aque

ous liqUid. and hydrocarbon liquid. the third iterative routine 

iterates around the flash routine to solve for the fraction of the total 

water in the ice phase. the fourth and final routine iterates around the 

other routines to solve for the hydrlte-point pressure where the fUII

city of water in the hydrate phase is equal to that in any other phase. 

Several special cases exist which allow simplification of this lenera1 

procedure. 

Amount ~ Methlnol Needed i2L Inhibition 

Same hydrate-inhibition applications require a aethod for calculat

inl the amount of .ethanol needed to prevent hydrate foraation at a 
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fixed pressure. temper.ture and las compo.ition. Since the proaram cal

culate. hydrate-formation pres.ure •• t a liven temperature and methanol 

composition. for the ,a. mixture of interest we aust first prepare a 

plot similar to Fiaure 12. Using these Iraphical data. we prepare a 

cros.-plot livina hydrate-formation temperature as • fUDction of 

aeth.nol conc.ntration for the isobar. of intere.t. FiJUre 13 shoys 

sever.l isob.rs for the ,.s aixture of Filure 12. FiJUre 13 is .imilar 

to the freezinl-point d.pr •• sion diaaram .hown in FiJUre 4. FiJUre 13 

• nabl •• us to obtain the de.ired aethanol coapo.ition. To illustrate • 

let us as.um. that we have ala. aixture of the compo.ition of FiJUre. 

12 and 13. saturated with water at 20 bar and 3000~. We now wish to 

compr.ss this ,.. to 50 bar and th.n cool it to 270~ without hydrate 

form.tion. By performina • fla.h c.lculation. we find th.t the initial 

, •• contain. 1.889 x 10-3 mole fr.ction water. U.ina FiJUre 13. we find 

th.t to prevent hydrat.-formation .t 2700~ .nd 50 b.r. we require 0.336 

wei,ht fr.ction (0.221 mole fr.ction) a.th.nol in the .qu.ou.-liquid 

ph.... Bence. con.ervatively a.suminl that all of the w.ter in the ini

ti.l ,a. conden.e. into the liquid ph •• e we must .dd .t le •• t 4.184 x 

10-4 aole. of m.th.nol per aole of inlet ,a •• 
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Notation 

• • I:ihara hard-core par .. eter for component j 

aCT) • Redlich-I:wons constant 

Bii • second virial coefficient of component i 

b • Redlich-I:wons constant 

Cmj(T). Lansmuir adsorption constant for component j on cavity type m 

f • fu,acity 

fA • fu,acity of water in ice phas. w 

f~ • reference state fu,acity for pure liquid i 
1 

f~ • fu,acity of water in the hypothetical eapty-hydrate lattice w 

t! • fu,acity of water in the hydrate phase 

• Bij 

AhFus • 
w 

Ah~-1I • 
W 

r 

T 

-v 

-
-
---
-
-
--
-

Henry's constant for component i in liquid j 

enthalpy of fusion of water 

enthalpy difference between .. pty hydrate lattice and ice 

Boltzmann's constant 

binary parameter for Redlich-Iwon, a(T)>> 

pressure <absolute) 

vapor pressure of component i 

,as constant 

radial distance in hydrate cavity 

temperature <absolute) 

triple-point temperature of water 

molar volume of ice 

partial molar volume at infinite dilution 

A~-1I - difference in volume between .. pty hydrate lattice and ice 
w 

AvFus - chan,e in volume of water upon fusion 
w 

z - liquid phase aole fraction 
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y • ,as phase aole fraction 

Greek Letters 

T • activity coefficient 

a • ~ihara energy par .. eter 

- number of oavities of type a per water aolecule in hydrate 

• cheaical potential of water in ioe phase 

• chemical potential of water in .. pty hydrate lattice 

• chemical potential of water in hydrate phase 

• standard-sta te chemical potential differenoe bet-ween hydrate 

and ice 

ApP-B _ difference in chemical potential of water between .. pty and 
w 

filled hydrate lattice 

Ap!-a _ difference in chemical potential of water between .. pty 

hydrate lattice and ice 

Ap~-L _ difference in chemical potential of water between .. pty 
w 

hydrate lattice and pure liquid water 

p - aolar density 

G - Iihara size par .. eter 

_ - fu,acity coefficient 

-aj (r)- cavity potential function for component j in cavity type a 

Superscripts 

a - ice phase 

P - hypothetical .. pty hydrate lattice phase 

IS-a - difference between empty hydrate lattice and ice 

IS-B - difference between .. pty and filled hydrate lattices 
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~-L - difference bet.een empty hydrate lattice and pure liquid water 

G - ,as phase 

Bl - hydrate structure I pha.e 

B2 - hydrate structure II phase 

~A - difference bet.een liquid and ice 

Ll - aqueous liquid phase 

II - natural ,as liquid phase 

Sat - saturation conditions 

o - standard .tate 

(0) - reference term in perturbation ezpansion 

(1) - first term in perturbation ezpansion 

(2) - .econd ter.m in perturbation ezpansion 

(3) - third term in perturbation ezpandon 

Subscripts 

i. j - cOllponent 

J( - aixture 

a - cavity type 

w - water 
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Table 1 

Redlich-IYong a(T) Parameters for Polar Components 

(Valid betyeen 220 and 320 I) 

.. 

later 4.38 122.0 

Methanol 43.1 226.9 

Bydrolen Sulfide 7.75 6.395 

Carbon Diodde 6.03 1.680 
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Table 2 

3 10 kij Parameters 

(Valid between 220 and 320 ~) 

G .., .... G .... .., .... .... 
s:I H 

C'IJ 0 G .... Q G .... c:I Q c:I G • Q 
0 G G G G Q ... • Q .. c:I Q .. G Q • s:I .. • 0 0 • 0 Q • ... = Q 

A ... ,Q '" ... • c:II s:I b G ... .., ... .. ... '" 0 = ~ 
G ... • G .... .. ... ~ • ~ =- III U =- Z CIJ ~ .... 

Water 0 24 120 62 0 35 35 35 35 35 

Methanol 316 418 350 408 403 8 8 8 8 

Hydroaen Sulfide 325 0 0 86 315 10 10 118 

Carbon Dioxide 138 0 145 113 121 121 103 

Methane 89 0 11 20 16 144 

Nitro&en 9 32 151 151 158 

Ethane 0 0 0 0 

Propane 0 0 0 

n-Butane 0 0 

iao-Butane 0 
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CB
3
m 

B 8 
2 
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2 

C
2

B
6 

C3
B8 

n-C
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B
10 

i-C
4

8
10 

n-C
5

B
12 
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Table 3 

Par .. eterl for Modified UNIQUAC Model 

(0) 2 (1) 2 
(Valid between 220 and 320 I for Equation 12; U

iJ 
in I, 10 U

iJ 
in I ) 

R Q B
2

0 CB
3
m B

2
8 CO

2 
C
2

B
6 

C
3

B8 n-C
4

BI0 i-C
4

BI0 n-C
5

B12 

.9200 1.400 (0) 365.1 -318.1 -105.3 -110.1 -136.3 -284.5 -283.5 -168.0 
(1) -38.06 363.2 191.4 521.6 411.6 304 .1 299.4 257.2 

1.4311 1.432 (0) -184 .0 -13.48. 54.77 -425.0 109.1 -276.7 158.7 96.77 
(1) -26.85 - 200.5 125.1 -34.91 

1.0000 1.000 (0) 4813. 412.1 345.3 112.4 91.85 -65.50 81.34 -50.08 
(1) -1300. 

1.3200 1.280 (0) 1517. 540 .5 -28.85 14.71 19.70 -23 .30 -13 .57 281.0 
(1) -235.3 

1.8022 1.696 (0) 3468. 576.9 230.4 114.5 156.0 -76.10 68.55 11.55 
(1) -112.7 -6.31 

2.4766 2.236 (0) 3338. 860.0 225.9 169.3 -104.5 -18.15 43.74 -235.9 
(1) -662.9 

3.1510 2.776 (0) 4155. 1109. 352.5 286.0 131.6 15 .64 -42.15 -155.2 
(1) -919.8 -125.8 

3.1502 2.772 (0) 4754. 239.4 186.2 261.4 -30.02 -62.13 42.17 -206.3 
(1)\ -1140. 

3.8254 3.316 (0) 3402. 176.1 368.1 61.38 83.76 520.9 257.5 348.7 
(1) -690 .8 -429.4 

.... 
VI 
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Table 4 

Thermophyaical Properties of Water 

(Equations 14 and 15; Valid between 220 and 273.15 ~) 

~us 
k - 7.225 X 102 ~ 

A (0) 

°1 - -2.054 X 103 

A (1) 
C1 _ 1.638 X 106 ~ 

Ac(2) 
==l-- - -4.348 X 108 ~2 

. (3) 

AC1 _ 3.852 X 1010 ~3 



Table 5 

Parameters for Benry's Constants 

(Valid between 220 and 320 E for Equation 19; Bi~) ia 

dimensionless with reference pressure of 1.01325 bar. B~}) in ~) 

Nitrolen lIethane 

Solvent B(O> 
ij 10-2BH> B~~) 10-2B~;) 

lJ lJ 

Water 1,,,11 8.032 13 .99 10.12 

lIethanol 8.003 -1.163 1 •• 50 19.36 

Bydro,en Sulfide •• 215 -9.196 5.15. -2.096 

Carbon Dio:dde 3.752 -5.202 5.265 3.315 

Ethane 3.259 -5.627 6.036 •• 388 

Propane 5.267 -1.8.9 5.780 2.819 

n-Butane •• 069 -6.566 6.580 •• 7.5 

iso-Butane 3.951 -6.913 5 •• 55 1 •• 59 

n-Pentane 5.892 -1.312 7.130 5.996 
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Table 6 

~ihara Parameters for Hydrate-Gas Interactions 

Gas Ilk. ~ 102a. lUll 102a. lUll 

,,' 
Methane 153.39 32.578 3.00 

Nitrolen 128.57 32.677 3.50 

Ethane 175.94 34.381 4.00 

Propane 189.84 36.002 6.80 

iso-Butane 207.04 32.422 8.00 

Bydrolen Sulfide 199.34 32.561 3.60 

Carbon Diodde 169.44 29.561 7.20 
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